
 

# 48 Natural Arts  

We went around the garden collecting lots of different leaves that have fallen from the 
trees. We sang the leaves song whilst doing this. (The leaves are falling down, the leaves 
are falling down, red yellow green and brown the leaves are falling down.) Some of the     
children may remember us singing this at nursery. Elliott found lots of different coloured 
leafs, twigs and stones. We then took our findings inside and did our art work. We used glue 
to stick our picture together. If you don’t have this at home you can still do your art work 
on the table or floor.  Capture this by taking a picture of it on your phone.   

 



 

# 7 making music  

Today we used empty bottles to make our own music.  We used different 
things from around the house and garden to put into the bottles to make 
different sounds. We used pasta, pebbles, porridge oats and leafs. We then 
listened to each bottle to hear the different sounds they made. We played a 
game of guess the sound we took it turns to close our eyes, listen and guess 
which sound was being shaken. We even went on to make these for a band! 
We used bottles to make the music as we sang songs. It was lots of fun.  



 

# 30 Yummy Picnic  

With us being in isolation, we were unable to go to the park.  We could not 
go into the garden as the weather has not been great.  Because of this, we 
decided to have a teddy bears picnic indoors.  Elliott invited his teddies and 
dolls by writing them an invitation.  We sat on our picnic blanket and had our 
very own indoor picnic.  Elliott really enjoyed it as he loves a  picnic and  this 
was a good way to make dinner time a little different.   
 


